Staff Engineer Field Application Engineering (f/m
/div)*
Job description
You are interested in Megatrends within automotive application areas such as ADAS
and Automated Driving, xEV, Connectivity and Security? Your friends say fuel and
electricity runs through your veins? As a Field Application Engineer (FAE) at Infineon,
you will mainly support our customers during the evaluation and development of their
systems. A trainee program will prepare you for exciting challenges turning you into a
specialist of Infineon’s microcontrollers. After all, we offer the opportunity to work in
innovative automotive application areas as part of our highly motivated European FAE
Team. Within this role, you will get the chance to work on and challenge yourself with
creative solutions as well as concepts of tomorrow and beyond.
Your new responsibilities include:
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C ontribute to the development of modern electronic systems and their
implementation in the innovative automotive market.
Be the first level technical contact for our key automotive customers in Europe ,
with a focus on the field of Microcontroller (AURIX).

Contact

Work proactively on optimized solutions for our customer’s applications
together with the entire European FAE Team, the Account Managers and the
product experts.

Ayline Foell

Prepare and execute customer presentations and product / application trainings .
Support our customers in their system design, programming , and during the
evaluation of our products.
Validate the application on-site together with the customer.
Discuss innovative application approaches with the customer development
teams and collaborate with our development department and concept
engineering teams.
Travel in Germany and Europe, travelling on worldwide scope depending on
customer requirements

Profile
Besides your excellent demonstrated technical skills and experience, we are looking for
a team player. You have excellent communication skills and interaction with people.
You are interested in new requirements in Microcontroller and the automotive market
and you like to share your knowledge and experience with your customers and
colleagues. Additionally, it is required to act on one’s own initiative, evaluate chances
and risks carefully and be willing to go for the extra mile from time to time.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in Electrical Engineering, Physics, Information Technology or similar
fields.
Specific knowledge in Microcontroller and ideally in AURIX Microcontroller in

Specific knowledge in Microcontroller and ideally in AURIX Microcontroller in
automotive applications.
Experience in embedded system processing and code development for
embedded applications incl. low-level driver development for on-chip
peripherals
Experience in working with tools like Matlab and uC flow tooling proficiency
Experience with ECU layouts and PCB designs is an advantage.
Strong drive, pro-active and autonomous behavior
Analytical capabilities and very complex situation solving
Fluent English skills with German as a plus

